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3750  NEWS 
  N. LAKE SHORE DRIVE   May 2022 
 

 
UPDATES, REMINDERS, NEWS AND NOTICES FROM THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND MEMBERS OF THE 
COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE… 
 
A brief update on the GUEST SUITE: 
 
Once again, we are all set for occupancy.  Guests are arriving regularly and enjoying the accommodations. To 
access the reservation system, go to the 3750 website at 3750lsd.net and click on Documents.  The drop down will 
explain the rules and procedure and then calendars will appear showing what’s available.  Or go directly to the 
following link:  
www.3750lsd.net/guest-suite-reservations/  Complete the form and Drago will confirm.  
 
Important Note…  Should you be disappointed to learn that the dates you want to reserve the suite are 
unavailable, please do recheck the site on a regular basis.  Cancellations do occur and you may discover a “good 
news” scenario! 
 
 
Crime Update 
 
Be it global, national, regional, or local – crime remains a persistent problem.  To help combat the situation in 
Chicago, Mayor Lightfoot intends to institute a 10pm weekend curfew for minors.  
Without a doubt, shareholders and residents are aware of the increased need for precautions and enhanced 
security measures in daily life. 
Simply stated, please be extra careful when out at night and walk in pairs when possible.  Stay in well-lit areas and 
be aware of your surroundings. 
 
It is also important to note that criminals are stepping up cyber activity.  
 
Help protect yourself from scammers that attempt to impersonate legitimate entities.  Remember these important 
clues so that you can identify scams and keep your accounts and information safe: 

1. Never feel pressured to give information (such as your credit card number or account password) over 
the phone, especially if the call was unexpected. Scammers may try to use calls, texts, and emails to 
impersonate customer service departments. If you're ever unsure, it's safest to end the call/chat and reach 
out directly to customer support through the entity app or website. 

2. Never pay over the phone. Legitimate entities will never ask you to provide payment information, 
including gift cards (or “verification cards”, as some scammers call them) for products or services over the 
phone.  

3. Be wary of false urgency. Scammers may try to create a sense of urgency to persuade you to do what 
they're asking. Be wary any time someone tries to convince you that you must act now. 
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AC Inspections 
 
Priority attention required.  All inspections must be completed and documented by June 30.  Five Star HVAC 
Services, Inc. is a relatively new company started by a former employee of North Star who had done many 
inspections at 3750 over the years.  If you’d like to contact them the number is 773. 386.6993.    
 
 
 

ENTERTAINMENT NEWS AND VIEWS - On Screen - At Home - In The Neighborhood and 
Downtown! 
 
 
 
Produced and broadcast on the SMITHSONIAN CHANNEL in 2017, the AMERICA IN COLOR series is worth viewing 
– or taking a second look.  Witness early 20th century American history as it was witnessed by those who lived 
through it: in vibrant color. 
 
Continuing on “Memory Lane”, AMAZON PRIME is offering LUCY AND DESI.  From director Amy Poehler, Lucy and 
Desi is a film that explores the unlikely partnership and enduring legacy of one of the most prolific power 
couples in entertainment history.  Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz risked everything to be together. 
 
On HBO MAX, HACKS is returning with the long-anticipated Season 2.  The dark mentorship between legendary 
Las Vegas comedian Deborah Vance (Jean Smart) and her young, entitled writer Ava (Hannah Einbinder) continues 
to evolve as the two travel across the country workshopping Deborah’s new standup act.     
 
ACORN TV is offering THE SHELL SEEKERS.  Based on the novel by Rosamunde Pilcher and starring Vanessa 
Redgrave, Penelope Keeling reflects on her life following a heart attack. As she recalls her wild childhood, one true 
love, and unhappy marriage, Penelope assesses her differing relationships with her three grown children and 
makes a choice that will decide her family’s future. 
 
BRITBOX is offering front row seats to Britain’s greatest flower show.  RHS CHELSEA FLOWER SHOW 2022.  The 
beauty of this world-class event is brought right to your home, with stunning designs and insights from the world’s 
best gardeners. 
 

For those with access to MHzCHOICE, three seasons of CAPTAIN MARLEAU are now available. In French with 

English subtitles, offbeat Captain Marleau solves crimes in her own, Columbo-style way as she 

traverses France.  Beneath her eccentric appearance, Captain Marleau is a formidable detective. Her Sherlock 

Holmes deerstalker cap, her character, her unusual appearance, her humor, her unpredictable behavior--Captain 
Marleau is not your average gendarme. She never rushes an investigation; she becomes the investigation and 
relentlessly pursues the suspects. 
 
If at times you feel streaming options to be a bit overwhelming, The Daily Herald suggests referencing  The 
Primetimer Guide to Streaming TV, published this week by Quindaro Press. (Here is the link to order.) 
 
Written by Aaron Barnhart, an Evanston resident and Northwestern alumnus,  it’s an indispensable and 
authoritative compilation of reviews of more than 1,000 streaming shows — recommended by critics and viewers 
— since Barnhart became senior editor of Primetimer.com, the online guide to “queue-worthy programming, past 
and present” in 2019. 
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And now for something completely different - Movie Night returns to Gallagher Way with music-themed flicks!  
Please see the details by accessing the following link: 
 
Link 
 
 
Art Institute of Chicago – Immerse yourself in the world of Cézanne… 
 
This exhibition is the first major retrospective of the artist’s work in the United States in more than 25 years 
and the first exhibition on Cezanne organized by the Art Institute of Chicago in more than 70 yea rs. Planned in 
coordination with Tate Modern, the ambitious project explores Cezanne’s work across media and genres with 
80 oil paintings, 40 watercolors and drawings, and two complete sketchbooks. This outstanding array 
encompasses the range of Cezanne’s signature subjects and series—little-known early allegorical paintings, 
Impressionist landscapes, paintings of Montagne Sainte Victoire, portraits, and bather scenes—and includes 
both well-known works and rarely seen compositions from public and private collections in North and South 
America, Europe, and Asia. (Exhibit closes September 05, 2022.) 
 
 
 
 

  
  

3750 Book Club Meeting - June 2022 

 
Red Notice: A True Story of High Finance, 
Murder, and One Man's Fight for Justice 

by  

Bill Browder (Goodreads Author) 

Red Notice: A True Story of High Finance, Murder, and One Man's Fight for Justice by Bill Browder 
(goodreads.com) 

A real-life political thriller about an American financier in the Wild East of Russia, the murder of his principled 

young tax attorney, and his dangerous mission to expose the Kremlin's corruption. 

 

Bill Browder's journey started on the South Side of Chicago and moved through Stanford Business School to the 

dog-eat-dog world of hedge fund investing in the 1990s. It continued in Moscow, where Browder made his fortune 

heading the largest investment fund in Russia after the Soviet Union's collapse. But when he exposed the corrupt 

oligarchs who were robbing the companies in which he was investing, Vladimir Putin turned on him and, in 2005, 

had him expelled from Russia. 
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In 2007, a group of law enforcement officers raided Browder's offices in Moscow and stole $230 million of taxes 

that his fund's companies had paid to the Russian government. Browder's attorney Sergei Magnitsky investigated 

the incident and uncovered a sprawling criminal enterprise. A month after Sergei testified against the officials 

involved, he was arrested and thrown into pre-trial detention, where he was tortured for a year. On November 16, 

2009, he was led to an isolation chamber, handcuffed to a bedrail, and beaten to death by eight guards in full riot 

gear. 

 

Browder glimpsed the heart of darkness, and it transformed his life: he embarked on an unrelenting quest for 

justice in Sergei's name, exposing the towering cover-up that leads right up to Putin. A financial caper, a crime 

thriller, and a political crusade, Red Notice is the story of one man taking on overpowering odds to change the 

world.  

 
 
Join us for a lively discussion of this book on Monday June 27th at 7pm in the Hospitality Room. Please RSVP 
Todd Cannon 4B at toddcannon@comcast.net or 312-841-9795 if you wish to attend. 
…………………… 
 
DINING – IN, OUT AND ABOUT… 
 
IN THE KITCHEN - a recipe submitted by Ann Harrison (16-D) for a delicious summer soup. 

CLASSIC VICHYSSOISE  

(Adapted from a recipe in Fine Cooking by James Peterson)  

Ingredients:  

2-4 leeks*, washed, trimmed, and sliced 1/8 inch thick (about 4 cups) 
2-3 large Yukon Gold potatoes, peeled and sliced 1/8 inch thick by 1 inch (about 6 cups) 3 cups milk 
(3 cups water) 
salt 
2 cups crème fraiche (or whipping cream or light cream) 
1 cup kefir or buttermilk 
finely minced chives, for garnish 
salt and white pepper  

Directions:  

Combine leeks, potatoes milk and water to barely cover in a deep pot.  

Bring to a simmer over medium-high heat. Add +/- 2 tsp. salt, reduce heat to medium-low and simmer until a 
potato slice falls apart when poked with a fork, about 20 minutes. Remove from heat and allow to cool briefly.  

Puree the soup with an immersion blender, (or by batches in a blender) ** adding the cream a cup at a time to 
blend thoroughly. When the soup is cooled, blend in the kefir or buttermilk and taste carefully for seasoning. Cool 
to room temperature, stirring occasionally (to prevent a skin from forming), and then refrigerate until completely 
chilled.  
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Serve in chilled bowls with the minced chives. Soup should be the consistency of heavy cream. Thin, if necessary, 
with half and half or buttermilk.  

*In my most recent batch, I added some garlic scapes a friend had sent me. This gave the soup a subtle redolence of 
garlic – NOT at all aggressive – and it worked beautifully.  

**If using a blender, make sure not to overfill the jar and start at a low speed, or bad things will happen.  

Shopping local?  Visit the NETTLEHORST FRENCH MARKET (3552 N. Broadway) on Saturday June 04 – October 29 
to secure fresh produce, French-themes pastries and various other treats. 

 
IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD… 
 
Piccolo Sogno co-owner plans to open two new Bakery-Cafés in June.  The great news is that one is in Lakeview.  
Access the below link for details: 
 
Link 
 
PARACHUTE, one of Chicago’s most acclaimed restaurants (3500 N. Elston) is scheduled to reopen this month after 

two years.  Beverly Kim and Johnny Clark have spent the past year renovating the space and rewriting the menu to 

emphasize Korean flavors.  

 

Continuing with an Asia Pacific theme in Lakeview… 

 

SOCHI SAIGONESE KITCHEN introduces Chicagoans to a more traditional, yet elevated take on Vietnamese cuisine.   
Attention to detail and authenticity in ingredients and presentation is the hallmark at this restaurant located at 
1358 West Belmont.   
Please send restaurant suggestions.  Especially now, with outdoor eating just around the corner.   
 
 

 
 
 
 

GETTING TO KNOW YOUR NEIGHBORS 
 
Name and Apartment Number: Kurt Fess, Unit #5B 
 
Where were you born and where did you grow up? 
 I was born in Lindsborg, Kansas where my Dad was in college. I have not been back to Kansas since he 
graduated, but I would like to go back someday. I grew up in Glenview. 
 
What was your favorite vacation? 
Greece and Turkey. Great culture, weather, hiking/scenery, and food. The 1.5 hour ferry ride between 
Fethiye and Rhodes is a great way to get from Turkey to Greece. 
 
Where would you like to live in if you didn’t live in Chicago?  
Portland for the culture and easy access to mountains and coast. 

mailto:lakey3750@gmail.com
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What is your most interesting possession?  
I have a small Chicago White Sox hat collection. What makes it unusual is that it was part of a collection I 
once had of over 700 Chicago White Sox baseball caps. I sold most of the collection prior to moving to 3750. 
 
Who is the most famous person, either living or dead, that you’d most like to meet? 
I first met Lin Brehmer at the Southside Irish Parade. I’ve since talked to him at festivals, concerts, and charity 
events and always enjoy running into him. 
 
What was your favorite concert?  
U2 came to Iowa City my freshman year of college. We got almost a dozen tickets together and I stayed with 
most of that group through college. 
 
What was your favorite book? 
Devil in the White City. 
 
Your favorite fictional character? 
Holden Caulfield. 
 
Who is your favorite author?  
Tom Wolfe. 
 
What is your favorite Chicago theater? 
 Metro. Saw a friend’s band there when I was 18 and still seeing shows there! 
 
What is your favorite restaurant in Chicago?  
My favorite meal growing up was lasagna. My tastes have matured, but I still love Italian comfort food. 
Pequod’s Pizza is my favorite. Anthony Bourdain disparaged deep dish pizza as being lasagna in a crust. 
Maybe that’s why I like it so much! 
 
What is your most memorable meal—anytime, anyplace?  
A restaurant in Athens where the staff just brought us food and drinks since there wasn’t an option to order 
in English. We had to observe another table to figure out how to eat the whole steamed anchovies. 
 
If you had to eat one food for the rest of your life, what would that be?  
Deep dish pizza. It can cover lots of food groups! 
 
What have you binge watched if anything?  
I once hosted a 12-hour movie day with all 3 of the Lord of the Rings extended version movies starting at 
lunchtime. 
 
What is your classic firm favorite?  
It’s A Wonderful Life. North by Northwest is my second favorite. 
 
Do you have contrarian position about something that almost everybody likes?  
I think Lincoln Yards should be bigger to support more public transportation and growth. 
 
What profession other than your own would you like to try?  
Kayak tour guide. Maybe off Vancouver Island or in Thailand. 
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SHERIDAN AND GRACE:  

CORNERING THE MARKET ON STYLE AND GOOD TASTE 
By Todd Cannon, 4B 

 

     Shortly after the new 3800 Sheridan Road luxury co-operative apartment building was 

constructed, the Sunday, 12 February 1928 edition of the Chicago Tribune, page 13, featured two 

pictures of the interior of one of the apartments: 

     The following description accompanied the picture below: “Several types of furniture are 

combined to give a harmonious effect to the living room at 3800 Sheridan Road. Gold colored 

walls and blue hangings, and a deep gold carpet add warmth to the dignity of the handsome 

pieces of furniture. The lampshades, in tones of green, rose, and soft blue, provide color contrast. 

 

 
 

The caption for the picture on the following page reads “The soft tones of the maple furniture in 

the guest room at 3800 Sheridan road are charmingly set off by the hangings of bright glazed 

chintz, which material is repeated in the pillow covers over the taffeta spreads. A dressing table 

and highboy are important pieces which do not show in the picture.” 
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     Two auction notices from the 1930’s give further indications of the types of furnishings likely 

to have been found in the 3800 apartments soon after the building’s construction: 

AUCTION 

Wednesday, September 23rd, 7:30 P.M. 

Apartment of Mrs. Louis Arons at 3800 Lake Shore Drive, Apt. 7B 

     “Baby Grand Piano, Two Bedroom Suites, Walnut Dining Room Suite, French Cabinets, 

Love Seat, Occasional Chairs and Tables, Draperies, Floor and Table Lamps, Paintings, 

Etchings, Vases, Bric-a-brac, Complete Haviland Dinner Set, Gold Glassware, China, Solid 

Silver, Fine Bed and Table Linens, Lace Curtains, Mirrors, Small Oriental Rugs, Lady’s Mink 

Coat. 

EVERYTHING OF THE BEST 

WILLIAMS, BARKER & SEVERN CO., ESTABLISHED 1879, AUCTIONEERS 

(Chicago Tribune, Chicago, IL, Sunday, 20 September 1936, p. 65) 

 

NORTH SIDE PUBLIC AUCTION 

MAGNIFICENT FURNISHINGS REMOVED FROM 3800 LAKE SHORE DRIVE 

WILL BE SOLD AT UNRESTRICTED PUBLIC AUCTION 
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ON TUESDAY, SEPT. 6, AT 2 AND 8 P.M. AT 4818 SHERIDAN-ROAD. 

     “COMPRISING: Finest 11 piece Chippendale Dining Room Suite offered in many years 

[replica of suite in KENSINGTON MUSEUM]; Steinway Grand Piano; Exquisite French 

imported Louis XV, Bedroom Suite with Marble Tops, Bronze Mounts, Finely Inlaid, Louis XV, 

Tufted Love Seat; Inlaid Marble Top Commode; Pair Rare English Copeland Vases; Pair Marble 

and Bronze Pedestals; Vernis Martin Curio Cabinet; Louis XV Inlaid Satinwood Twin Bedroom 

Suite [original cost $5,000]; Pair Magnificent Sevres and Enamel Vases; Pair Rare French 

Crystal and Gold Chandeliers; Hepplewhite Down Sofa; Marble Top Occ. Tables;…Satinwood 

Kidney Desk; Fine Table and Floor Lamps; 9x12 Kashan; 9x12 Lilahan; 9x17 Lavere Kirman; 

12x18 Melez; 10x14 Kashan; 25 Oriental Scatter Rugs; Oriental Paintings; China; Stemware; 

Silver, etc.” 

SILVERMAN ART GALLERIES 

AUCTIONEERS AND APPRAISERS 

(Chicago Tribune, Chicago, IL, Sunday, 4 September 1938, p. 44) 

To Be Continued 
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